
CDC now pushing FOURTH covid shot, with no end in sight… because “follow the
science” means MINDLESSLY OBEY

Description

USA: Ashish Jha, the Biden regime’s Indian-American “covid czar,” held a video conference 
with Tony Fauci and Rochelle Walensky this week to announce that Americans should now line 
up for a fourth Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) “booster” shot.

Because of the all-new Moronic Ninja variant of the Chinese virus, Jha, Fauci and Walensky want
everyone in the United States to have at least four injections up their sleeve in order to keep them
“safe.”

“Many Americans are under-vaccinated, meaning they are not up to date on their Covid-19 vaccines,”
Walensky bellowed, stumbling over her scripted portion of the presentation.

“Not all people over the age of 50 have received their first booster dose. Of those who received their
first booster dose, only 28 percent of those over 50 have received a second booster dose. And of
those over the age of 65, only 34 percent have received their second booster dose.”

“So, my message right now is very simple: It’s essential that these Americans, as Dr. Jha said, get their
second booster shot right away.”

Fauci then chimed in about how Americans need to avoid thinking that the plandemic is over, even
though it is clearly over – at least for the unvaccinated. Those who got jabbed, well, good luck with all
those vaccine-induced AIDS (VAIDS) symptoms.

“Everybody wants to put this pandemic behind us, and feel and hope that it doesn’t exist. It does!”
Fauci yelled at the camera during his segment.

Why do they want people to suddenly get a fourth jab at warp 
speed?
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One wonders, why the sudden push for an immediate fourth injection? What are Jha, Fauci and
Walensky up to – or rather, what do they know that they are not disclosing?

Are the triple-jabbed about to lose all immune function and thus require an extra boost to stay alive for
a few more weeks? Or is the fourth booster the kill shot that they need to get into arms quickly for
maximum impact?

“The shots don’t prevent infection, and they don’t prevent transmission,” noted a commenter.

“And, there is ZERO proof that the shots ‘lessen’ the effects of symptoms. Oh – and there sure are a
lot of unexplained deaths these days.”

Another wrote that anyone who willingly takes this fourth shot is “guaranteeing themselves an early
death.”

“We are only one virulent strain away from massive deaths of the vaccinated with their compromised
immune systems,” this person added. “Of course, the narrative will be that everyone must get vaxxed.
There will still be those foolish enough to comply. They will get what they deserve.”

Life insurance companies, meanwhile, are reporting massive increases in death claims among the 16-
to-64 age demographic, which is also the most jabbed demographic.

“And casket makers are selling over 5 times the annual number of child sized caskets as they normally
do in the last 7 months,” added another commenter.

One would think that there would be widespread protests in the streets over the medical genocide that
is taking place. Instead, hordes of angry women and their effeminate male allies are screaming about
the loss of Roe v. Wade and the “right” to murder unborn children.

“There isn’t a single vocal group of ticked-off, resistant Americans on the streets today protesting what
is likely the worst medical atrocity in modern or any history,” a commenter wrote.

“The worse the crime, the more it passes as normal in America today.”

Another pointed out that there are still many people out there, sadly, who will listen to Jha, Fauci and
Walensky, no matter the evidence they are shown to the contrary.
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